Kia ora koutou e te whanau
Welcome to Week 7
I can’t believe that we are now half way through
the first term of the year. Warmest welcome
especially to our new students and their families.
Welcome Luseane, Kalo, Kilifi, Tehea and Temea.
We would also like to welcome Meriana who is a
student teacher who is based in the Village
teaching alongside Miss Petrea.
Life Education Lessons
We have had an eventful couple of weeks and
have enjoyed attending the life education van
to further enhance our learning around our
inquiry.

Stepping Out Programme
Years 1- 3 participated in the Stepping Out
Programme with Constable Rob. We
discussed travelling safely on bikes, scooters,
by car or foot. We went for a lovely hikoi
(walk) around the neighbourhood to practice
everything we had learnt.

Hub Assembly
Our KC hub students hosted our assembly and
did a fabulous job. They performed a new
choreographed jump jam routine.

Treasure Hunt of Learning
Thank you to all parents, grandparents and
caregivers who were able to attend the Treasure
Hunt of Learning open morning. We hope you
enjoyed engaging in your child's learning.

Principal Certificate Recipients
Finally we would like to congratulate our
students who received a Principal Certificate:
Hazel McCready and Poppy Thomas.

Hazel McCready was awarded her certificate for
setting an example of excellence in behaviour
and cooperation.
Poppy Thomas was awarded her certificate for
being a mature learner who gets on with her
work without a fuss and is committed to her
learning.

Hub Inquiry News:
Is Seeing Believing?
After an experiment that showed we all have a
blind spot, we decided to investigate and see if
we could work out why. We started looking at a
diagram of an eye but we had lots of questions
about what we saw so we thought it would be a
good idea to draw our own diagrams showing
what we think we know.
We drew two diagrams of our partner’s eye. One
that showed the parts of the eye that we could
see and one where we imagined we could see
their whole eye from the side. We all had
different ideas about what was in the eye and
also, what the parts were called. Some of us
knew the names for parts of the eye but we
weren’t sure what they were or what they did.
We wanted to look inside a real eye to see
what’s in there. So, Kate found a video of a
cow’s eye dissection. We are making changes to
our own diagrams with the new information we
learn.
Here are some of our diagrams showing what we
thought we knew before the video:

Reminders:
Booking Parent/Teacher Conferences:
Parent /Teacher/Child conferences will be taking
place on Tuesday 20th [1pm to 7pm] and
Wednesday 21st of March [1pm to 5pm].
Kiwi Connection parents please book with your
child’s Literacy Teacher:
How to book the interview
●
●

https://www.schoolinterviews.co.nz/
The booking code is: xw8h7

If unsure please talk to your child’s teacher.
before booking the interview.

Water Only School
We are a ‘water only’ school. School staff will be
reminding children of this and will also remove
drinks other than water from children. They will
be asked to take it home.

